State Health Society of Madhya Pradesh  
(National Health Mission)  
E-8, Arera Hills, Bhopal, Madhya Pradesh  

No./NHM/Buil./2019-20/317...  
Bhopal, Date 16/3/2020  

: CONCEPT DESIGN INVITATION:  
For proposed Construction work of CMHO Office & Drug Ware House in District Bhopal (M.P.)  

To,  
M/S  

The State Health Society of Madhya Pradesh has approved funds for construction of Health Facilities to Strengthening and upgrade infrastructure for enhancing quality of health care services in rural areas of the state.  

The brief details of proposed Construction are as follows-  
Construction work of CMHO Office & Drug Ware House in District Bhopal (M.P.)  
Estimated cost- Approx. Rs 244.01 Lacs  

Required Submissions:  
The Department hereby invites Concept Design from empaneled Architects. Since you/your firm is amongst empaneled Architects, kindly furnish the following for assessment and subsequent award of work on selection-  
• Design Idea for the project in not more than 2 pages.  
Concept design drawing for Construction work of CMHO Office & Drug Ware House In District Bhopal (M.P.) in not more than 3 Pages in A-2 size. 3D isometric view can be in addition limiting to 2 views.  

The last date of submission of concept designs shall be 06/04/2020 and the selection committee of Civil Wing of National health Mission/Directorate of Health Services Government of M.P., will communicate within One (1) week time to Architectural firms for presentation of Concept Design whose proposals are found suitable.
**Important Points:**

1. Construction work of CMHO Office & Drug Ware House In District Bhopal (M.P.) on appointment the architect selected/appointed shall have to take actual field survey of site of his assignment to prepare and produce building plans, structural designs and cost estimates. The proposal shall be as per relevant Bureau of Indian Standards (BIS), Indian Public Health Standards (IPHS) and Medical Council of India (MCI) norms. The construction of the building will be done by Civil Wing of Directorate of Health Services/NHM of Health Department.

2. In case Construction work of CMHO Office & Drug Ware House In District Bhopal (M.P.) after Architect's site visit and analysis found that there is limitation of Space required, Architect shall consider the proposed construction in G+1 & G+2 structure.

**Fee:-**

The Architect/Firm who's Concept Design will be selected, shall be awarded the Project Work at the consultancy fees @ already consented by him/them as per Project cost of the package awarded **will be paid a fee @1.5% /2.5% (which ever is applicable) of the total cost of project and shall be required to work in association with the designated hospital planner of the department whose TOR is annexed herewith.** The firm will be given 4 weeks time for finalization of Concept and for preparing final working drawings, details, BOQ, & detailed estimates sufficient for technical sanction/tender purpose as per prevailing PWD SOR.

If your firm is interested to provide services as detailed above, please send your willingness along with the relevant Design Idea by e-mail and in hard copy submitted, on or before 06-04-2020.

**Note:** For any further information please contact site sub-engineer at District Bhopal. Mob-Hemant Pateriya : 8319932517

(Er. R. K. Jain) 16/3/2020

Executive Engineer
National Health Mission,
Bhopal Division (M.P.)
Phone – 0755-4092547
E-mail – dhsbuilding@gmail.com